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ABSTRACT

These accidents are often gift inside the polytraumatized patient and are a predictor of unfavourable medical final 
results. In the initial technique to a affected person with complicated foot and ankle trauma, the choice between 
amputation and reconstruction is vital. The numerous present category systems are of limited effectiveness and ought 
to function tools to assist and help a clinical selection rather than as determinants of conduct. In the emergency 
branch, one of treatment options have to be followed: early whole treatment or staged remedy. The former consists 
of definitive fixation and immediately skin insurance, the usage of both primary closure (suturing) or flaps, and is 
usually reserved for less complicated cases. Staged treatment is divided into preliminary and definitive. The targets 
inside the first segment are: prevention of the progression of ischemia, necrosis and contamination.
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INTRODUCTION

Court-Brown and Caesar determined fractures concerning the foot 
and ankle of about 12% of a complete institution of about 6000 
sufferers over the length of 12 months, of which toe and metatarsal 
fractures represented eighty five%. 3 In a supplementary observe, 
the authors observed that foot fractures corresponded to ten.5% of 
all open fractures in nearly 2400 open fractures over 15 years [1].

Complex foot and ankle trauma is an occasion that influences 
the lives of sufferers, represents a high cost for healthcare systems, 
and has an effect on the productive interest of nations. This 
form of trauma regularly results in a few diploma of disability, 
and is consequently a veritable remedy mission. In this state of 
affairs, there's a place not yet safely described among injuries that 
can't be reconstructed and those wherein the fine final results is 
amputation. In this text, we gift a literature evaluation and staged 
control protocol to assist in selection making.

However, the final selection is primarily based at the doctor's 
enjoy blended with the judgment of the multidisciplinary team, 
who must be supplying the family and affected person to sign the 
consent shape [2].

The initial absence of plantar sensation isn't always a dependable 
predictor, considering the fact that sensitivity returns in half of the 
cases. Psychological and social elements have confirmed themselves 
to be extra crucial than scoring structures in predicting outcome. 

Scoring systems need to no longer be the only criteria on which the 
amputation choice is based totally. Everyone must understand that 
defining reconstruction or amputation isn't always a prediction of 
final results or of feature [3].

Amputation

Transtibial (beneath-knee), Syme, Pirogoff, Chopart with 
tibiotalocalcaneal fusion Chopart combined with transfer of 
the tibialis anterior tendon to the neck of the talus neck and 
with percutaneous calcaneus tendon lengthening, and finally, 
transmetatarsal amputation preserving all of the major tendon 
insertions around the foot and ankle [4].

Functional results - locomotor system

In two years of comply with-up, there has been no sizeable 
difference between the amputation and reconstruction 
corporations for the scores and time to return to paintings. The 
sufferers who underwent reconstruction had a better fee of medical 
institution readmission. The authors validated that decrease 
limb reconstruction is more psychologically proper for sufferers 
with excessive trauma as compared to amputation, although the 
physical outcome for both remedy alternatives is the identical. An 
amputation generally includes a shorter health center live, fewer 
surgical techniques, and faster general rehabilitation [5]. The fees 
of the prosthesis are higher and the rehabilitation procedure more 
lengthy, relying at the patient's age at the time of the harm. Two 
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comparative cohort studies, one made up of civilian sufferers and 
the other of military sufferers, evaluated severe isolated accidents of 
the foot and confirmed inferior practical effects inside the groups 
undergoing reconstruction in each studies.

CONCLUSION

The very last practical final results needs to be projected proper 
from the begin of the treatment. Although saving the limb can 
be psychologically better in principle, a stiff, painful and/or 
insensitive, nonfunctional foot may also represent a miles worse 
final results with the want for secondary interventions and 
prolonged hospitalization and rehabilitation. Treatment should 
be individualized primarily based on patient characteristics and 
local situations. If the necessary tools are not to be had, referral 
to a specialized carrier must be taken into consideration. If the 
health practitioner opts for ankle and foot reconstruction, stable 
inner fixation and early tender tissue coverage observed with the 

aid of an aggressive rehabilitation protocol and suitable footwear 
adjustments need to be applied to obtain most functional healing.
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